The disruptive technology of small and light-weight Unmanned Vehicle Systems (UVS) is
Introduction
At the 2004 ISPRS Congress, only two papers using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) for geo matics were presented. At the 2008 ISPRS Congress, five technical sessions (20 papers plus) were held, while at the 2012 ISPRS Congress in Melbourne, around 50 UAS-related papers were presented in nine sessions. Remotely piloted mobile mapping systems are becoming the technological impetus for revolutionizing three dimensional geospatial data acquisition and 3D mapping, and causing a paradigm shift in the field of geomatics [Colomina and Molina 2014] . The ever-increasing use of small and light-weight Unmanned Vehicle Systems (UVS) are changing the geomatics applications and creating new and innovative opportunities for measuring and model ing outdoor and indoor environments. UVS' compliment, and in many cases replace, total stations and laser scanners, and operate as flexible mobile survey systems. Miniaturization technologies and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) have radically reduced the size and weight of many components and electronic sys tems, leading to the development of unmanned aerial and ground mapping systems of smaller scale and lower cost. However, ''lighter, smaller, simpler and cheaper'' does not mean simpler processing software systems. Actually, highly sophisticated 
La technologie perturbatrice des petits et légers systèmes de véhicules aériens sans pilote (UVS) trans forme les applications de géomatique et crée de toutes nouvelles occasions innovatrices de mesurer et modéliser les environnements extérieurs et intérieurs. Les UVS complémentent et, dans certains cas, rem placent les tachéomètres électroniques et les lecteurs laser et fonctionnent comme des systèmes

